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URBAN

Basic Urban Junction Marking

Figures 2.43 to 2.49 cover the road marking of a range of urban
junctions, some typical and some less common (additional less
common junctions are covered, with comment, in Subsection
2.4.9). The junction types covered here range from the most
basic junction with a traffic priority indication such as STOP and
YIELD control, through various levels of traffic signal control to
major dual carriageway layout. In these examples the positions
of various relevant signs are indicated. For more complete
detail on the use of regulatory and warning signs at junctions
refer to Chapter 3 : Regulatory and Warning Signs and
Markings Applications, and for details of the use of guidance
signs at urban junctions refer to Chapter 9 : Urban Guidance
Signing.

(c) mini-circle (Detail 2.44.1);
(d) traffic signalization (Details 2.44.2 and 2.44.4);
(e) dual carriageway (Detail 2.44.3 and Figure 2.46).
5

Figures 2.45 and 2.46 illustrate the detail of typical multi-lane
approaches to an urban junction on single and dual
carriageway roadways. Whilst indications are given in these
figures of lengths of exclusive turn lane components, these
should be considered as guidelines only, and should be the
subject of engineering assessment. Roadstuds have been
shown in these figures as an option, although their use is not
common in urban areas.

2

The available sight distance should play an important part in
the decision as to which form of control should be provided at
minor junctions in urban areas. Figure 2.13, in Section 2.2,
covers the general principles of sight distance in the context of
STOP or YIELD control.

6

Figures 2.45 and 2.46 also give dimensional details of the more
common markings used on the approaches to busy urban
junctions. These dimensions may be varied with speed and
junction complexity. For full details refer to Table 2.3 and
Section 2.7.

3

In preparing the examples given in this section emphasis has
been placed on providing marking arrangements which create,
for drivers, an awareness of the presence of a road junction
ahead. This technique is particularly relevant to night time
driving conditions without street lighting. Due to the density of
some urban street networks and the relatively close proximity of
junctions, it may not be practical or economically viable to
practice such marking techniques at the lowest levels in the
street hierarchy. References have not been made in the
examples to classes of urban street because essentially the
marking techniques are independent of road classification.
Whilst the provision of adequate STREET NAME signs GL1 will
go a long way to assisting with the visibility of the location of
urban junctions at night, basic marking in the manner of Detail
2.43.1 will also assist in the accurate location of a potential
point of turn, or point of conflict with other vehicles. As a basic
provision, it is therefore recommended that a NO
OVERTAKING LINE marking RM1 be introduced on each
priority road approach and that this line be discontinued
through the actual junction. The appropriate length of such an
RM1 marking can vary widely in this urban application. The line
shall have a minimum length of 9 m. For practical and effective
visual guidance a length in the range of 27 m to 45 m is
recommended. The discontinuity in the RM1 marking should be
at least 15 m, comprising a 6 m - 3 m - 6 m, GAP - LINE - GAP
(or short section of typical urban DIVIDING LINE marking
WM3), located centrally on the line of the intersecting side road.
As junction geometry becomes more complex it may be
necessary to vary this 15 m distance, but it is likely to be
adequate until the side road is provided with turning lanes.

7

Figures 2.47 and 2.48 show a selection of examples of the
application of GUIDE LINE marking GM2. This marking is most
appropriate in urban situations, particularly when the following
circumstances arise:

4

(a) non-standard or non-symmetrical junction approach control
(Detail 2.47.3);
(b) turning guidance, particularly where there are two turning
lanes (see Details 2.47.6 and Figure 2.48);
(c) unexpected alignment through a junction, either horizontal
or vertical, or both;
(d) pedestrian guidance (Detail 2.47.8 and Subsection 2.4.7).
8

Applications of BOX JUNCTION marking RM10 are given in
Figure 2.49. These are the preferred applications of marking
RM10 used in limited space environments to keep traffic
movement paths open. The use of marking RM10 within
junctions, particularly a signalized junction, is not
recommended for general applications due to difficulties in
enforcement.

The various examples in Figures 2.43 and 2.44 show a
progressive increase in through-road marking intensity for both
T-junctions and crossroads, including the following:
(a) 3-way and 4-way STOP (Details 2.43.1 and 2.43.2);
(b) the introduction of "protected" right turn lanes using
PAINTED ISLAND marking RM5 or CONTINUITY LINE
marking WM2 (Detail 2.43.3);
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Basic Intersection
Marking - 1
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Basic Intersection
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Multi-Lane Junction Marking – 1
Typical Un-signalised Junction
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Fig 2.46
Multi-Lane Junction Marking – 2
Signalised Junction
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Fig 2.48
Turning Guide Line GM2
Details - 2
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in

Central

Business

1

The examples given in Figures 2.50 to 2.53 cover the majority
of road/lane configurations commonly used in the business
districts of large cities and towns. A common feature of such
environments is the use of one-way road networks. One-way
road networks almost exclusively use broken longitudinal line
types.

2

Figure 2.50 illustrates the basic markings for 2-way and
one-way CBD streets with parallel parking (for the full range of
parking marking options refer to Section 2.6). The details in this
figures are simple since they do not include exclusive or
dedicated turn lanes.

3

One of the most difficult features of a one-way CBD road
network to make clear to drivers, and thereby create an
efficiently operating traffic system, is that of exclusive or
dedicated turn lanes. Such lanes may be provided for right turn,
or left turn movements, at a junction, or they may be provided
for both in some instances. These exclusive turn lanes are
essential to the capacity of a one-way network. It is therefore
important that drivers know they are there, and can move
across several lanes, often in a short distance, in order to use
them. Figure 2.51 shows an option which makes it as clear as
possible to drivers, entering the section of road, that a lane
ahead has some unusual feature about it. The use of a wider
CONTINUITY LINE marking WM2 is designed to create a
conscious effect on the part of a driver to enter the lane, or
conversely to not enter it, if the driver does not want to. These
markings may be further supplemented by diagrammatic signs
in the GS 800 series which illustrate the lane configuration
existing at the junction ahead.

4

The other feature common to this type of one-way network is
that of dual right or left turn lanes. These may both be
dedicated turn lanes but the most common combination is one
dedicated turn lane and one shared turn-and-through lane. This
layout can also be represented suitably in advance of the
junction by GS800 series diagrammatic signs. It is important in
this dual turn situation to provide a GUIDE LINE marking GM2
or even a CHANNELIZING LINE marking RM3 between the
two turning lanes, within the intersection. This practice should
inhibit the "inner" turning driver from drifting wide into the path
of a parallel turning driver.

5

Figure 2.52 shows exclusive turn lanes in 2-way streets. Due to
the fact that there are only two lanes (illustrated), the use of the
tapered line technique shown in Figure 2.51, and the 200 mm
wide CONTINUITY LINE marking WM2, is not recommended.

6

Figure 2.53 shows a number of marking applications which
may occur in many parts of a medium sized town or city. The
examples illustrate CBD type applications but this does not
preclude their use elsewhere. Details 2.53.1 and 2.53.2 show
the use of NO PARKING line marking RM13 across entrances
to properties, within parking and no parking, or no stopping,
environments. It should be noted that the recommended
practice for marking RM13 used in this manner, is for the
section of line parallel to the kerb line or property line to be
marked 200 mm further out from the kerb line than adjacent
parking lines to make it visible to approaching drivers.

ROAD MARKINGS

7

Figure 2.53 also illustrates the use of PAINTED ISLAND
marking RM5 to visually block a dedicated turn lane. Such a
treatment may eventually be replaced by a similar raised
sidewalk extension, to the benefit of pedestrians crossing the
busy one way streets (due regard must be taken of the effects
on road drainage, however.)
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Fig 2.51
Central Business District Streets - 2
One-Way Street Details
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Central Business District Streets - 3
Two-Way Street Details
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Examples of Specific Applications of
Road Marking Types
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Marking
Applications

for

Pedestrian

1

Pedestrian crossings are defined in legislation. For full details of
the legal aspects refer to Chapter 3: Regulatory and Warning
signs and Markings Applications, in particular Subsection 3.1.9.
Detail 2.54.1 shows the areas legally defined as pedestrian
crossings, if no markings or signs are provided, and pedestrians
technically have right of way under defined circumstances at
these points.

2

The remainder of Figure 2.54 illustrates basic options for
marking crossings for pedestrians at junctions. Detail 2.54.2
shows the use of GUIDE LINE marking GM2 at an unsignalised
crossroad. Such markings do not qualify as a "pedestrian
crossing" in the legal sense, however, they lie within the area
legally defined as "pedestrian crossings" and they provide
guidance and a measure of control over the width of such
crossings as given by the conditions in Detail 2.54.1. Detail
2.54.3 shows the conventional use of PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING LINE marking RTM3 at a signalized crossroad.

3

4

5

Figure 2.54 also shows other options for marking pedestrian
crossings at a signalized junction. The separation of the lines
comprising marking RTM3 may be increased to allow for large
pedestrian volumes. Another option which is rarely exercised,
but which could be considered for sites with poor observance of
pedestrians by drivers, is the use of BLOCK PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING marking RTM4 (more commonly used in mid-block
locations).
Figure 2.55 gives a number of examples of mid-block
pedestrian crossing markings. Detail 2.55.1 shows the marking
of a basic crossing using BLOCK PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
marking RTM4. This crossing is controlled by YIELD TO
PEDESTRIANS signs R2.1. Detail 2.55.2 shows a similar
crossing controlled by traffic signals. In this case, as with
signalized junctions, PEDESTRIAN CROSSING LINES RTM3
are normally specified. However, if the signalization is an
upgrade in control level of a crossing already marked with block
markings, it is not recommended that any attempt be made to
remove the large area of marking RTM4. A combination of
markings RTM3 and RTM4 should rather be considered.
Detail 2.55.3 shows two options for pedestrian crossings
operated by Scholar Patrols. In the one case Scholar Patrol
control is superimposed upon a full time crossing, normally
controlled by signs R2.1 and marking RTM4. Since the Scholar
Patrol uses STOP signs R1, these signs over-ride the R2.1
signs whilst the Scholar Patrol is in operation. The real effect of
this is that drivers who have stopped (which includes the action
of yielding), can no longer choose when to proceed, they are
controlled to wait until the Scholar Patrol operator releases
them by removing the STOP signs R1. Some school and road
authorities prefer that the crossing operated by the Scholar
Patrol only becomes operational functional when the Scholar
Patrol is present. This approach stems largely from the belief
that children should not be encouraged to use an unattended
crossing (outside the hours of operation of the Scholar Patrol)
due to unreliable observance by drivers of such a crossing,
resulting in an unacceptable level of safety for the children. To
cater for this a second option is illustrated in which the
permanent markings and signs are limited to GUIDE LINE
markings GM3

MAY 2012

and central sections of NO OVERTAKING LINE marking RM1
on the approaches. What these markings serve to do is to
identify for the Scholar Patrol, and the children, the location of
the crossing. During operation the Scholar Patrol is identified by
temporary SCHOLAR PATROL warning signs TW305 in
advance of the crossing and drivers are controlled by the STOP
signs R1 used by the members of the Scholar Patrol. Although
the markings do not represent a controlled crossing when the
Scholar Patrol is not present, it is recommended that permanent
CHILDREN warning signs W308, or PEDESTRIAN warning
signs W307, be provided on each approach.
6

Details 2.55.4 and 2.55.5 give examples of the use of ZIG ZAG
ZONE LINES marking RM11 to create a ZIG-ZAG ZONE
marking. This marking may be used on the approach to any
pedestrian crossing, irrespective of the level of control in use. It
should be noted that the marking may be used on multi-lane
approaches and that, notwithstanding the legal effects given
below, parking may be provided in a recessed manner outside
the lines. Marking RM11 has two legal effects, apart from its
visual impact. These are, in brief, that:
(a) drivers shall not stop within the zone except to comply with
the actions of pedestrians at the crossing; and
(b) drivers shall not cross such markings.

7

Figure 2.56 shows an application of two different pedestrian
crossing markings at a junction. In practice it is generally not
recommended that pedestrian crossings controlled by YIELD
TO PEDESTRIANS signs R2.1 be provided on the priority
approach to a junction controlled on the intersecting
approaches by STOP signs R1 or YIELD signs R2. This is
because of the risk of confusion in the minds of motorists, on
any approach, as to who actually has priority. Such markings
are, however, used, and this figure gives guidance on preferred
practices.

8

Figure 2.57 illustrates a number of details of support markings
to pedestrian crossings when it is desirable to create a refuge
for pedestrians part of the way across the road. Such a
treatment is particularly recommended when a crossing is
known to be used by significant numbers of elderly or
handicapped people, or by children. Also shown is a detail of an
option to make provision for a pedestrian safety refuge in the
middle of a busy roadway on which total control of pedestrians
is just not practical, but where numbers of pedestrians are
sufficiently high to warrant such a safety measure. This
treatment could be particularly appropriate on a busy industrial
road or in rural areas in the vicinity of schools, stores or farm
buildings.
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Pedestrian Crossings - 1
At Junctions
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Pedestrian Crossings - 2
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Fig 2.56
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Pedestrian Crossings – 3: Compromise Application for
School Crossing at Junction, with or without Scholar Patrol
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Pedestrian Refuge Islands
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Reversible Lane Applications

1

The use of REVERSIBLE LANE LINE marking WM4 should
only be considered after a detailed engineering assessment of
alternative methods of traffic control and after careful
assessment of the necessary regulatory, warning and/or
guidance signs or signals. The safety of pedestrians should be
given particular attention in any such assessment. It is very
difficult for pedestrians to perceive changes in the direction of
use of lanes. Special attention must also be given to any
property access points onto a section of roadway marked with
marking WM4.

2

Figure 2.59 shows two examples of marking for reversible lane
use, in two-way and (normally) one-way streets. In Detail 2.59.1
the application of single and double reversible lanes is
illustrated. REVERSIBLE LANE LINE markings WM4, with a 9
m module to match any other LANE LINE markings GM1 in the
roadway, should be marked on both sides of the reversible
lane. If the direction of movement in two lanes is changed from
time-to-time, marking GM4 should be marked on the outer
limits of the two lanes. Detail 2.59.2 shows a reversible lane in
a "one-way" street. This form of operation creates, in effect, a
true contra-flow situation when the lane use direction is
reversed. Only one WM4 marking is required since such a lane
must be on one or the other side of the one-way street. It is
strongly recommended that for this type of operation the
sidewalk on the reversible lane side of the roadway be provided
with effective pedestrian control barriers.

3

Reversible lane installations should be controlled by LANE
DIRECTION CONTROL signals S16 and S17 mounted above
the reversible lanes. The use of S16 and S17 signals over all
other non-reversible lanes is optional, but if they are not used
similar signs shall be provided over each lane, indicating
clearly, by means of a green arrow or a red cross, the direction
of travel in each lane. The use of INFORMATION ARROW
markings GM4.1 and GM4.2 is recommended. These arrows
should be carefully located in strategic positions such as
opposite property or side road entrances, and pedestrian
crossing points. If a reversible lane is used for bus and/or
minibus lanes the use of signs in the GS700 series is
recommended (see Chapter 8: Public Transport Signing).

4

It is recommended that traffic flow in any one direction should
be continuous for periods of not less than one hour.
Change-over of direction should preferably occur at the same
time of each day and when traffic volumes are not at, or near,
the peak. It is further recommended that there should be not
more than two change-overs in one day i.e. one period of
reversed flow.
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Less Common
Applications
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Marking

1

Figures 2.60 and 2.61 illustrate a selection of non-standard
junction types and uncommon road marking applications. The
inclusion of these examples is to assist those designers dealing
with similar existing situations, and should not be taken as a
justification for the creation of similar new applications.

2

Details 2.60.1 and 2.60.4 show examples of the treatment of
closely spaced junctions in light traffic environments. The level of
markings illustrated should only be considered if there is a history
of bad driving practice and/or accidents, because on-going
maintenance costs will be increased.

3

Detail 2.60.2 shows a skew intersection on a relatively small
radius curve. The use of NO CROSSING LINE marking RM2, with
roadstuds, is intended to prevent encroachment over the road
dividing line. CONTINUITY LINE marking WM2 is introduced
across the side road intersection to highlight the intersection
opening in a situation where drivers' attention on the through road
will commonly be drawn to the road curvature.

4

Detail 2.60.3 shows a treatment which narrows the often difficult to
negotiate junction width when two wide median dual carriageway
roads intersect in a T-junction. Whilst this is primarily a geometric
solution to a problem, the example includes relevant road
markings which can assist in clarifying the mode of operation of
the junction.

5

In Figure 2.61, Details 2.61.1 to 2.61.3 record less common
marking situations. Detail 2.61.3 is an optional treatment when
dual carriageway roadways are increased/reduced in width from 2
lanes to 3 lanes or vice versa. If the choice to continue a specific
one of the LANE LINE markings GM1 is not obvious,
consideration may be given to omitting all GM1 markings over the
length of the tapering section, as illustrated.

6

Detail 2.61.4 shows options for the road markings at a large
roundabout with five intersecting legs and a wide disparity in
intersecting road width. The detail gives two options for marking
(note the cut line through the junction). The decision as to which
circle marking, with or without an internal LANE LINE marking
GM1, should be used, should be subject to an engineering
assessment taking account of local driver familiarity with large
roundabout operation.

MAY 2012
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Less Common Applications - 1
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Less Common Applications - 1
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2.4.10 Some Road Marking Do's and Don'ts
1

The three examples included in Figure 2.62 illustrate a few
"Do's and Don'ts" of road marking practice. Whilst not
obligatory, the "Do's" are recommended for the reasons given
below.

2

Detail 2.62.1 shows a preference for the use of GUIDE LINE
marking GM1 over PEDESTRIAN CROSSING LINES marking
RTM3 at un-signalized crossroad junctions. The use of marking
RTM3 at an un-signalized junction, with priority on one of the
crossing streets, can lead to drivers incorrectly interpreting the
junction as being under traffic signal or 4-Way Stop control.
Such errors can particularly result in an unexpected stop or late
braking action, with a resultant accident risk.

3

Detail 2.62.2 illustrates the incorrect use of MANDATORY
DIRECTION ARROW AHEAD markings WM7.2 (or WM7.4) to
indicate an added lane. The use of markings WM7.2 or WM7.4
in this way can result in drivers misinterpreting the marking to
mean that they can go straight on AND turn right (or left), from
the lane in which the arrow is displayed. Even if the arrow is
followed by a yellow MANDATORY DIRECTION ARROW
marking RM8.3, it is still an incorrect application, and could
result in the unfair commission of a technical offence. The
correct optional marking to indicate an added lane is one of the
BIFURCATION ARROW markings GM3.1 to 3.3.

4

Detail 2.62.3 has a similar function to Detail 2.62.1 in that the
use of a STOP LINE marking RTM1 within a junction could lead
to driver confusion, when in fact a yield action is what is
required of drivers. The use of YIELD LINE marking RTM2 is
therefore preferred.
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Fig 2.62
Road Marking Do’s and Don’ts
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ROAD MARKING
FOR FREEWAYS

2.5.1

General

APPLICATIONS

1

The principles involved in road marking sections of freeway
carriageway are essentially the same as for any rural or urban
dual carriageway road. The details in this section apply to
freeways in rural or urban areas.

2

Freeway junction or interchange geometric details can vary
significantly and many interchanges may require specific road
marking treatment. Whilst it is not possible to detail all
interchange types, the road marking principles, illustrated in the
figures, incorporate the following components of typical freeway
design:

6

All other markings such as painted islands, arrows or symbols
should be marked in the boldest manner possible. Table
2.3indicates the standard range of sizes for each road marking
type together with the area of each marking. This information
may be used to measure road marking quantities.

(a) basic longitudinal line types, including continuous or solid
lines and broken lines;
(b) exclusive exit lanes;
(c) weaving sections;
(d) heavy vehicle crawler lanes;
(e) off ramp gore areas;
(f) on ramp gore areas;
(g) intersecting cross roads;
(h) arrestor beds;
(i) SOS telephone shoulder treatment.
The details (d), (h) and (i) are equally appropriate to lower
classes of road. The details given in this section may be
adapted as necessary to be consistent with the local
environment in which the markings are to be used. They are
therefore not repeated in other sections of this chapter.
3

Freeway road markings embody the majority of general
principles described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, particularly
with respect to longitudinal markings (see Subsection 2.5.2).
Due to the almost universally high speed nature of freeway
operation, it is common to specify greater than minimum widths
of line marking (see values in Table 2.3). This practice applies
particularly when a change in circumstances occurs or is about
to occur.

4

Typical subjects covered in Section 2.2 which are relevant to
freeway road marking applications are:
(a) the lateral alignment of
carriageways (Figure 2.12);

markings

on

multi-lane

(b) tapers (Table 2.1);
(c) roadstuds (Subsection 2.2.6, Table 2.2 and Figures 2.17
and 2.18 for general colour code and spacing
rules- although the figures in this section also illustrate
roadstud use).
5

Because of the generally high operating speeds of freeways it
is recommended that a 12 m marking MODULE be used,
whether the freeway (or motorway) lies in a rural or urban
environment. It is also recommended that the highest possible
levels of uniformity of road marking practice be achieved in
order to lessen the risk of driver error in the freeway
environment.

MAY 2012
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FREEWAYS

Longitudinal Freeway Markings

(a) the need to economise where visual impact is not critical;

The vast majority of road markings on freeways comprise
longitudinal marking types, either in the form of:

(b) the need for increased visual impact from road marking due
to horizontal or vertical curvature, high traffic volumes or a
change in the roadway cross-section or lane configuration;

(a) broken line markings; or

(c) the use of a progressive increase in density of marking
approaching a point of divergence, convergence, or
potential conflict of traffic.

(b) continuous line markings.
2

Freeways may be designed and constructed to one of two
classification parameters, designated Class A1 and Class A2.
Class A1 freeways are conventional fully access controlled dual
carriageway roadways. As such, each carriageway comprises
at least two lanes, a left side emergency shoulder and a
(normally narrower) right side median shoulder. This
configuration is marked from left to right by (see also Figure
2.64):

2.5.3
1

It is a feature of freeways serving essentially metropolitan areas
that exiting traffic volumes and interchange spacing require the
provision of dual exit lanes and/or auxiliary lanes between
adjacent on- and off-ramps. To reduce the risk of drivers of
vehicles, particularly slow-moving ones, being caught
inadvertently in an exclusive or dedicated exit lane it is
essential that these lanes be clearly signed and marked well in
advance of an exit point. Many systems interchanges also
include exclusive exit lanes and/or auxiliary lanes within their
ramp configurations.

2

Figures 2.66 and 2.67 show typical examples of the use of
reduced, standard, and extra CONTINUITY LINE marking
WM2, and CHANNELIZING LINE marking RM3, to create
awareness of exclusive or dedicated exit lanes or weaving lane
sections.

(a) a LEFT EDGE LINE continuous marking RM4.1;
(b) a LANE LINE broken marking GM1;
(c) a RIGHT EDGE LINE continuous marking RM4.2.
3

The following longitudinal line types may also be specified,
commonly on the approach to, or within, interchange areas:
(a) a CONTINUITY LINE broken marking WM2;
(b) a CHANNELIZING LINE continuous marking RM3.

4

Class A2 freeways have an undivided road configuration. A
Class A2 road may consist of a 2 - lane/2 - way or a
4 - lane/2 - way configuration. In order to permit overtaking
opportunities the 2 - lane/2 - way cross-section should be
marked in essentially the same manner as rural 2 - lane/2 - way
roadways. This will involve the use of longitudinal line types :

2.5.4

A weaving section occurs when an auxiliary lane is added to
the left side of a carriageway, between an on-ramp and the
next off-ramp, to allow free flow entry of traffic and free flow
exiting of traffic from the lane, together with a weaving
movement to and from the main carriageway lanes.

2

Figure 2.67 illustrates two typical uses of an auxiliary lane. The
limiting length of an auxiliary lane is a geometric design factor
which must take into account the spatial ability to provide
adequate guidance signs and road markings. The actual
lengths of line type specified must be the subject of engineering
assessment.

(c) NO CROSSING LINE continuous marking RM2; AND
(d) LEFT EDGE LINE continuous marking RM4.1.

5

Extreme care must be exercised over the use of line type WM3.
Due to the proximity of "wrong side" on-ramps, and therefore
merging through and entering traffic in an opposing direction, it
is strongly recommended that NO CROSSING LINE marking
RM2 be marked through interchanges on Class A2 freeways
with 2 - lane/2 - way cross-sections.

2.5.5
1

A 4 - lane/2 - way Class A2 freeway should be marked with a
central line marking which has the same legal effect as a
median island. This may be achieved by either of the following
longitudinal markings:

Heavy vehicle monitoring and control is an important
component of the operation of the road network. Actual
applications tend to require a degree of site specific treatment
in terms of road signs and markings.

2

However, a high a degree of standardisation is desirable.
Figure 2.68 shows typical situations relevant to heavy vehicle
downhill crawler lanes on a freeway. These should be used,
where possible, to achieve the desired level of standardisation
of treatment.

(a) RECOMMENDED - continuous PAINTED ISLAND marking
RM5 (see Figure 2.87 and Figure 2.65, Detail 2.65.2); or
(b) NO CROSSING LINE continuous marking RM2.
6

Weaving Section Markings

1

(a) DIVIDING LINE broken marking WM3; OR
(b) NO OVERTAKING LINE continuous marking RM1: OR

Exclusive or Dedicated Exit Lanes

2.5.6

Figure 2.63 illustrates the longitudinal broken line types used
on freeways. It is recommended that broken lines be marked
on all freeways, rural and urban, in a 12 m repeating
MODULAR pattern. This modular pattern may be applied as
STANDARD, REDUCED, or EXTRA MODULES. The decision
to alter from one type of module to another, or to choose one
type of module instead of another, may be warranted by factors
such as:

ROAD MARKINGS

Heavy Vehicle Crawler Lanes

Lane Drops on Freeways

1

Lanes may be dropped due to a decrease in road capacity or
when an additional lane, for example a climbing lane, is no
longer required. Lane drops on freeways should be indicated
by appropriate diagrammatic signs, and taper rates used
should be as generous as is practical (see Table 2.1).

2

Figure 2.69 shows typical "fast" and "slow" lane drop
treatments. The decision as to which lane to drop, should be
taken in relation to specific site conditions, after due
engineering assessment.
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Fig 2.63
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Fig 2.64
Longitudinal Line
Combinations - 1
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Fig 2.65
Longitudinal Line
Combinations - 2
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Fig 2.66
Exclusive Exit Lanes
ROAD MARKINGS
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Fig 2.67
Weaving Lanes
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Fig 2.68
Crawler Lane Heavy Vehicles
ROAD MARKINGS
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Fig 2.69
Lane Drop – Fast Lane/
Slow Lane
MAY 2012
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FREEWAYS
Off- and On-Ramp Markings

1

Figures 2.70 to 2.74 show various aspects of typical off-ramp
and on-ramp road marking. These figures deal with the
freeway end detailing of the ramps. The crossroad end
detailing of off- and on-ramps is covered, with other aspects of
crossroad road marking, in Subsection 2.5.8. Figure 2.70
deals with typical standard off-ramp markings, including
enlarged details where necessary, to assist with setting out of
the markings. The use of a CHANNELIZING LINE marking
RM3 together with the LANE LINE GM 1, as shown in Detail
2.70.1, is recommended. This application is intended to inhibit
lane changes and late exit movements from the median side
lane. Figure 2.71 provides similar details for typical standard
on-ramp markings. In principle the details in both these figures
apply irrespective of the off-ramp or on-ramp configuration (ie
whether they are diamond ramps or parclo ramps). However,
the gore area of a 360 o on-ramp may be marked with
PAINTED ISLAND marking RM5, in a manner similar to a
standard off-ramp gore, to inhibit early entry to the main
carriageway across the gore area.

2

Figure 2.72 gives details of a number of multi-lane ramp
layouts. It is important to the smooth operation of such layouts
that drivers are in no doubt as to which destination they may
turn towards from any particular lane ahead of the ramp
terminal STOP LINE marking. On off-ramps these markings
may commonly be used in conjunction with overhead direction
signs above the ramp, indicating destinations for the lanes at
the ramp terminal. Lane reductions on on-ramps should be
achieved well before traffic is forced to join the main
carriageway. It is undesirable to create a yield condition
under such circumstances.

3

Figure 2.73 shows two special ramp configurations which are
likely to be rare, but which require special attention to detail if
they are to function safely and efficiently. Optional
diagrammatic signs are shown in this figure. These may be
used to create awareness of the merging of lanes which
occurs, because of its rarity, in what can be considered an
unconventional manner

4

Figure 2.74 shows a number of small details of other possible
special ramp configurations. These may occur most commonly
within systems interchanges (see Detail 2.74.1). Wherever
possible, although these represent unusual situations, they
should be made as easy as possible for drivers to understand
by the use of standardised road marking and signing
procedures. The use of diagrammatic guidance signs may
commonly be effective in such situations.

ROAD MARKINGS
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Fig 2.70
Typical Off-Ramp
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Fig 2.71
Typical On-Ramp
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Fig 2.72
Multi-Lane Ramps – Diamond and Parclo
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Fig 2.73
Special Ramp
Configurations - 1
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Fig 2.74
Special Ramp
Configurations - 2
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2.5.8
1

FREEWAYS
Crossroad Road Marking Treatment

The road marking treatment of crossroads intersecting freeways
is very much dependent on the lane configuration on the
crossroad and on the geometry of the interchange ramp
terminal junctions with the crossroad. Figures 2.75, and 2.76
show typical urban and rural examples, respectively. Details
which should be given careful attention include:
(a) clear identification of the off-ramp and on-ramp junctions to
drivers on the crossroad approaches;
(b) clear differentiation between off-ramps and on-ramps (with
particular regard to possible "wrong way" entry at certain
parclo ramp layouts;
(c) adequate identification of right turn lanes, when provided, to
prevent inadvertent entry by through traffic;
(d) adequate provision for the safety of pedestrians, even in
rural environments.

2

In Figure 2.75 a five-lane urban crossroad is illustrated. This
figure shows one ramp terminal to be signalised and the other
un-signalised for convenience of the example (such an
arrangement will NOT occur in practice). Not illustrated, but
fairly common in metropolitan areas, is the requirement for dual
right turn lanes onto the freeway. The marking of such a layout
should follow convention, with the CONTINUITY LINE marking
WM2 lying on the line between the through traffic portion of the
roadway and the turning traffic roadway. The line defining the
two turning lanes, within the turning roadway area, should be
marked by a LANE LINE marking GM1. Details 2.75.2 and
2.75.3 give enlarged details of on-ramp and off-ramp terminal
junctions respectively. Figure 2.76 shows similar details for a
typical 2 - lane/2 - way rural crossroad with right turn lanes
developed on the section between the junctions.

3

Figure 2.77 gives enlarged details appropriate to either of the
other two figures. Whilst other ramp/lane configurations may
occur, the principles given in the details, can be adapted to all
likely configurations.

ROAD MARKINGS
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Fig 2.75
Crossroad / Ramp Terminal
Treatment - 1
MAY 2012
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Fig 2.76
Crossroad / Ramp Terminal
Treatment - 2
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Fig 2.77
Crossroad Treatment - 3
MAY 2012
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Arrestor Bed Markings

1

Figure 2.78 illustrates the basic details of road markings for
the approach to a heavy vehicle arrestor bed. Whilst the
normal arrangement of an arrestor bed on a freeway is off the
left side of the carriageway, a right side exit to an arrestor bed
may be the best arrangement in certain topographical and
carriageway situations. Detail 2.78.1 gives an example of each
type of exit arrangement.

2

Detail 2.78.2 shows the block spacing arrangement on the
freeway shoulder and at the shoulder/exit junction (the
equivalent of the EXIT POINT at a normal off-ramp). It should
be noted that the preferred treatment of the LEFT EDGE LINE
marking RM4.1 across the entry to the arrestor bed is to leave
it in place. The reasoning behind not breaking this line is that
the only entries to the arrestor bed are meant to be emergency
entries. It is further reasoned that the driver of a runaway
heavy vehicle will not be inhibited by the line whereas those
who should not be entering the arrestor bed, without
emergency status, will commit a technical offence. Detail
2.78.3 gives details of colours and roadstud location.

3

The full application of signs and markings at arrestor beds is
described in Chapter 11: Signing for Heavy Vehicles,
Subsection 11.3.7.
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